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W h en a Loved On e Fal l s Il l : How to Be an Ef f ecti ve
Pati en t A dvocate
By Monaghan, Gerri; Monaghan, Brian

Workman Publishing Company, New York, 2011. Soft cover. Book Condition: New. This book is new
and unread. The much-needed book for anyone with a loved one facing a serious illness. It is the
book that¿s a bible for how to make the potentially life-or-death decisions that every medical
advocate, and every patient, must grapple with¿especially now, as health care becomes ever more
More.complicated. It is the practical blueprint for how to be a successful medical advocate. When
Gerri Monaghan¿s husband, Brian, then a fifty-nine-year-old lawyer at the top of his game, got the
news that all of us dread¿a diagnosis of brain tumors caused by Stage IV melanoma with a
prognosis of three to six months to live¿she knew that this was a challenge the two of them would
fight together. Brian brought his enormous courage, attitude, and reserves of humor, and Gerri,
with dogged determination, stood up again and again for what they needed¿tirelessly researching
options, reaching out to friends, family, and anyone who could help, resisting the status quo, and
always thinking in terms of ¿we.¿ Together they tell their story, back and forth, punctuated
throughout by Gerri¿s top 50 tips for how to be an advocate: #1...
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Reviews
Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor Lowe IV
This pdf is really gripping and exciting. Yes, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just e ortlessly can get a
pleasure of looking at a published pdf.
-- Tony Dickens
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